WHO IS WARATAH?

WARATAH – INNOVATIVE STEEL FENCING SOLUTIONS
Waratah don’t just develop and manufacture premium fencing products, we provide fencing solutions.
Waratah is the brand that can be trusted to not let you down. We have earned our reputation by developing innovative
products to meet the needs of rural farming for 130 years. Quality raw materials and a proven manufacturing process
are the reasons why a Waratah fence is a great investment.
Our value is measured not in terms of price, but the premiums of long-lasting performance, ease of handling and
savings on labour and maintenance costs.

quick to build – built to last
CURRENTLY USING TIMBER? TRY STEEL!
Steel fencing products are an excellent alternative to traditional timber or concrete fencing practices. Waratah are at the forefront of
steel fencing technology and are seen as a viable alternative to timber post and batten fences, timber/concrete post and rail fences,
and timber/concrete post and wire or netting (pre-fabricated) fence designs.
Challenge your traditional fencing practices and try Waratah steel fencing solutions – Quick to build, built to last!

BUILDING YOUR WARATAH FENCE
PLAN YOUR FENCE LINE & ERECT STRAINER ASSEMBLIES

1

Choose your strainer post
– round Ezypipe®, or
– angled Ezyslot®
Add the multi-purpose stay
– Adjusta-stay®

2

Drive in your fence posts
Choose your line post
– Jio® Star® - standard size (commonly referred to as “Y” post, “waratahs”, steel
		 standard)
Need more strength - add the intermediate post
– Jio MaxY® - twice the size of a standard

3

4

Choose your preferred wire
They all work with Waratah
– High tensile fence wire (2.5mm)
– Mild tensile fence wire (No.8)
– Barbed fence wire
– Pre-fabricated (netting) fence wire
– Netting (hexagonal) fence wire

USE FENCING TOOLS

USE FENCING ACCESSORIES

Choose the right fencing tools to get
the job done

Choose the right fencing accessories
to finish off your new Waratah fence!

www.waratahfencing.co.nz

the waratah range
There are many innovative fencing products in the Waratah family – strainers & stays, fence posts, tools and accessories.

Strainer ASSEMBLIES & STAYS
– Simple, fast, strong, adjustable, re-usable
Ezypipe®
Waratah’s round strainer post alternative to traditional timber, pipe and
concrete strainer posts. Best suited to medium-soft ground applications
where greater surface area and anchor points provide improved ground
holding capacity.
Ezyslot®
Waratah’s fastest and easiest angled strainer post to manually install. Best
suited to hard-medium ground applications where greater surface area
and anchor points provide improved ground holding capacity.

Adjusta-stay with Ezyslot and Ezpypipe strainer posts

Adjusta-stay®
A fully adjustable and reusable stay system that can be used with the
Ezyslot, Ezypipe, and most timber, concrete or pipe strainer posts, making
it one of the most versatile stays on the market. Requires no digging and
can be installed in less than 5 minutes with correct tools.

Fence posts
– The “waratah” steel fence post is back and it’s not all black!

Adjusta-stay on timber strainer

Ezyslot installation

Jio® Star® and Jio® MaxY® post
The trusted “waratah” steel fence post that New Zealand farmers used
throughout their fence lines is back – bigger and better than ever, with
not 1, but 2 different profiles designed to tackle even more fencing
challenges! A stronger, more ductile post that has more holes. Hot dip
gal not only extends the life of the post, but also the fence wire.
Droppers
Fence droppers are used to maintain fence integrity and help spread
stock pressure from a single wire, to all wires in the fence, reducing the
risk of overloading and subsequent wire breakage.
Gripfast® trellis
A cost effective alternative to traditional trellising system with unique
slot design along the length of the steel post for easy height adjustment
of foliage wires.

Jio MaxY post

Jio MaxY & Star

Gripfast trellis posts
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Dropper post

THE WARATAH RANGE CONTINUED
fencing tools
– Simple, fast, portable, re-usable
Ezyslot® and Ezypipe® strainer post driver
These heavy duty strainer post drivers fit over the Ezyslot or Ezypipe post and allows the user to
manually raise and lower the unit to drive the strainer post into the ground.
Spinning Jenny

Star post
driver

Star® post driver
The Star 80NB post driver provides a fast and easy way to install all “waratah” posts. The 9kg
head provides optimum driving force and requires less effort than conventional post driving methods.
Thumpa® pneumatic post driver
An easy way to drive all traditional Waratah posts into virtually any terrain faster than a manual
driver, saving time and money.

Chain strainer

Wire spinner (spinning Jenny)
The Waratah three-way wire spinner is a multi-purpose tool designed to dispense wire safely.
Suitable for safely spinning out plain and barbed wire without tangling or over-running.
Wedgelock® clamp (strainer board)
The Wedgelock clamp, together with the Wizard wire strainer is used to strain prefab fence wire.

Thumpa

Wizard® wire strainer (chain strainer)
The Wizard wire strainers grip wire securely to tension fence wire and is the most efficient method
for tensioning plain and barbed wire.

Tenser senser

Tenser Senser® tension gauge
When attached to a fence wire under strain, the Tenser Senser wire tension gauge is designed to
indicate approximate wire tension.
Strainer
board

Ringmaster clip gun & clips

Ringmaster® pneumatic clip gun & clips
The Ringmaster pneumatic clip gun is a fast way to secure clips to fence wires reducing physical
effort and increasing the number of clips that can be installed per hour.

fencing accessories
– Simple, fast, designed to fit & stay with the fence
Post cap range
The Waratah range of UV-resistant Star post caps makes the posts safer and more visible, made
from HDPE material for strength and fade resistance.

Post caps

Jio® fence post clips
The Waratah Jio Longlife® fence post clips effectively secure fence wires to posts. Simple, consistent
wire attachment that’s fast and easy to use.
Jio fence post clips

Gripple Plus wire
joiner

Gripple Plus® wire joiners
Remove the need to tie or knot wire, join a break, or join the end of one roll of wire to the start
of another. Gripple’s save time and effort when joining wires, tensioning or terminating wire at a
strainer post.

Anti-sink plate

Gripple T-clip

Gripple® T-Clip
A great alternative to tying off wire around strainer posts without the need for knots, saving both time
and labour. Allows consistent replication and is up to 5 times faster than a manual tie-off.
Anti-sink plate
Waratah anti-sink plates increase the surface area of fence posts to help reduce the chance of posts
sinking in soft or disturbed soils.
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